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Quantum learning by measurement and feedback
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We propose an approach to quantum computing in which quantum gate strengths are parametrized
by quantum degrees of freedom, and the capability of the quantum computer to perform desired
tasks is monitored and gradually improved by successive feedback modifications of the coupling
strength parameters. Our proposal aims at experimental implementation, scalable to computational
problems too large to be simulated theoretically, and we demonstrate feasibility of our proposal with
simulations on search and factoring algorithms.

PACS numbers: 03.67.Ac, 07.05.Mh, 87.19.lr

INTRODUCTION

Quantum information science deals with the use of
quantum resources to speed up quantum computing, and
to enable new features in quantum communication [1].
The usual paradigm of quantum computing consists of
well defined physical storage modes of individual qubits
and the existence of a universal set of basic gate oper-
ations, from which any unitary operation can be con-
structed on a full quantum register. The implementation
of the universal set of gates in different physical propos-
als constitutes the back bone for most experimental work
on quantum computing. Proof of the ability to perform
any computation does not necessarily provide an efficient
encoding of the computation in terms of universal gates,
and it does not in any simple manner point to optimal
performance, e.g., under restrictions set by physically
motivated cost functions.

In this paper, we present an alternative approach to
the programming of a quantum computer based on the
neural network paradigm. Neural networks are not pro-
grammed from the beginning to accomplish a given task,
but instead their coupling parameters (equivalent to the
synaptic coupling strengths among neurons in the brain)
are being updated according to the successful or failed
performance during a succession of trials. This adaptive
learning, which draws on similarities with the learning
of human brains, in the end produces a system, rigged
with coupling parameters that enable it to solve the tasks
trained. Figure 1(a) shows a model of a neural net-
work with a number of nodes, including input and out-
put nodes, which are connected with coupling strengths,
which can be varied according to impulses from external
agents who check the output. The success of neural net-
works as a computational concept relies on the possibility
that the resulting circuit is able to successfully solve also
new problems of the same kind as the ones trained. For
a general reference to neural networks, see [2]. In the
neural network, illustrated in part a) of the figure, both
the coupling strengths and the actual physical location
of the information are dynamically modified and redis-
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FIG. 1: Classical (a) and quantum (b) concept of artificial
neural networks. The crucial element is the feedback on the
dynamics of the system based upon examination of the output
over many trials.

tributed during the learning, and one of the strengths
of neural networks is precisely the delocalization of the
memory which is believed to provide robustness against
local damaging effects. The application of a delocalized
memory for protection of quantum information in collec-
tive local minimum energy states of interacting many-
body systems was proposed and analyzed in [3].

In the present paper, we shall focus on the iterative
learning aspect of the neural network paradigm. We shall
investigate if this can be implemented in a particularly
simple model, where the strengths of the coupling pa-
rameters governing a conventional set of universal gates
are treated as quantum degrees of freedom, and where
a search for optimum values of these parameters is car-
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ried out by running the computer many times and acting
back on these parameters according to the outcome of the
computation. Optimization of quantum algorithm design
has been studied, e.g., in [4], where a variational method
was applied to identify optimal values of controllable pa-
rameters in a Hamiltonian to secure the optimum time
evolution of the system density matrix. The work of [4] is
connected to the large variety of works on quantum con-
trol, applied in particular to femtosecond laser-chemistry
where pulse shaping is used to maximize the yield in
chemical [5] and biological [6] reactions. Our work dif-
fers from the philosophy of [4] by being directed at ex-
perimental implementation on a single quantum system.
In particular, this implies that the system wave function
or density matrix is not available, and for the design of
the feedback loop one has access only the information
extracted by measurements on a single quantum system.
By the nature of quantum mechanics, this information
is random, and it is an important aspect of the analysis
that the control parameters are not only subject to adap-
tive changes due to the feedback but are also modified by
the measurements themselves. We note that pulse shap-
ing in laser chemistry has been successfully implemented
in conjunction with experiments, such that the molecules
themselves ”are responsible” for solving the Schrödinger
equation, and the control fields are subsequently varied
according to the experimental output by genetic algo-
rithms [5]. In this case, experiments are carried out on
large ensembles of identical systems, thus evading the is-
sues of stochastic measurement outcomes and quantum
back action.
The use of learning stategies for quantum computers

dedicated to specials tasks, such as pattern recognition,
matching of unknown quantum states, and simulation
of classical and quantum problems have received some
interest [7, 8], and the idea of a classical Hopfield neu-
ral network was recently combined with quantum adia-
batic computation to implement a novel quantum pat-
tern recognition scheme [9]. In [10], measurements and
feedback applied to both the control parameters and to
subsequent input states were discussed for the effective
solution of a range of special problems. In comparison,
our work is more directed towards optimization of stan-
dard quantum computing, and, as examplified below, the
optimal performance of given computational tasks.

CONTROLLABLE ONE- AND TWO-BIT GATES

If we implement the neural network with individual
two-level quantum systems taking the place of the nodes,
and with access to any one- and two-bit operations, the
quantum state of the complete system is subject to a
time dependent Hamiltonian which can be parametrized
with time dependent vectors and matrices wi and Mij

of coefficients multiplying operators which are, in turn,

expanded on single-qubit Pauli operators σi,

H =
∑

i

wi ·σi +
∑

i,j

σi ·Mijσj . (1)

In the conventional approach to quantum computing
based on applications of one and two bit gates, the time
dependence of wi and Mij is restricted to non-vanishing
values occurring only in discrete intervals.
The success probability of the computational task is a

functional of the time dependent cupling strengths wi(t)
andMij(t), and the optimal time dependent Hamiltonian
may have no obvious relation to the usual expansion on
one and two-qubit gates. We imagine that this approach
can be applied to a full implementation of a quantum
computer with adjustable coupling strengths, recalling
that we deal with only a single realization of the quan-
tum computer, and hence the output of a single run can
both be wrong for the best realization of the quantum
computer and correct for a very bad one, cf., the finite
success probabilities of the Grover and Shor algorithms.
Finding the best parameters as quickly as possible thus
belongs to the class of stochastic optimization problems,
which is a currently very active research field in applied
mathematics [11].
In [12], a ”quantum learning machine” is proposed in

which control parameters are adjusted according to a
feedback mechanism involving the record of failure and
success events. We consider in the following a ”full quan-
tum” implementation of such a quantum learning ma-
chine in which the wi and Mij are themselves quantum
variables, implemented by coupling of our computational
qubits to auxiliary quantum systems. A model of such
a neural network quantum computer is sketched in Fig-
ure 1(b). It shows the quantum processor unit, which
transforms an input state into an output state under the
action of control parameters supplied by the interaction
with the physical system represented by the state |χ〉 in-
dicated in the figure. As in the optimal control theory
problem, a verification module acts back on the control
parameter variables, and by repeated action this system
may converge and provide optimum parameters for suc-
cessful implementation of the quantum processor. In this
setup we may thus teach the computer to solve problems
that are prohibitively hard to solve but easy to verify
classically. Search of unstructured databases, satisfia-
bility problems, factoring, etc., are thus tasks that the
successful experimentalist may train the neural quantum
computer to master.
The auxiliary quantum system may be quantum fields

representing time varying coupling strengths in a quan-
tum manner, but as in optimal control theory we may
discretize the time or we may expand the time depen-
dence on a set of time dependent functions and hence
represent the coupling strengths with a finite number of
degrees of freedom. The interaction with the process-
ing variables should not alter properties of the quan-
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tum state |χ〉 which may subsequently lead to changes
in the control parameters, and the Hamiltonian of the
auxiliary system when it is not coupled to the proces-
sor must commute with the observables representing the
coupling strengths, i.e. the coefficients wi and Mij must
be Quantum Non-Demolition (QND) observables. The
logical state |1〉 population in the control bit in a two-bit
control-not or a three-bit control-control-not operation
is an example of such a (discrete) implementation of w
and M components. The auxiliary system may of course
be physically equivalent with the processing system, and
e.g., part of the ions in an ion string, using for example
the approach in [13] to implement multi-qubit gates.

MEASUREMENT BACK ACTION AND

FEEDBACK ON CONTROL PARAMETERS

We are now ready to propose a procedure, where a cir-
cuit with register qubits which are coupled to a number
of auxiliary quantum systems is allowed to propagate a
given input. The resulting state of the register is read out
by a projective measurement, and depending on the qual-
ity of the output, the experimental procedure consists in
applying a feedback to the control parameter components
of the system, and then repeat the computational step
with the same or with other relevant input states. After
many trials, the experimentalist should have a quantum
computer at her disposal which has been trained without
any need for theoretical solutions of the time evolution
problem or knowledge about the quantum state of the
control parameters produced by the protocol.

In our proof-of-concept, we will focus in the following
on the very restricted case of a single one-dimensional
control parameter with continuous real spectrum. We
thus operate with a single parameter φ which controls
a certain interaction in the quantum circuit instead of
addressing a full neural network problem with a large
number of adaptive parameters. This simple model en-
ables the study of the time evolution described by a
parametrized family of unitary operators U(φ).

The action of the Hamiltonian on the coupling parame-
ter and quantum processor product Hilbert space is given
by

Utot =

∫

dφ |φ〉 〈φ| ⊗ U(φ) (2)

and it produces an entangled state with correlations
between the parameter eigenkets |φ〉 and the result of
the algorithm U(φ) |input〉. After a projective measure-
ment on the output state |r〉, with probability P (r) =
∫

dφ |χ(φ)|2 |〈r|U(φ)|input〉|2, the joint state becomes
∫

dφχ(φ) 〈r|U(φ)|input〉 |φ〉 ⊗ |r〉 /
√

P (r).

The register is no longer entangled with the parameter-
system, and the coupling parameter wave function has

been updated according to

χ(φ) −→ χ(φ) 〈r|U(φ)|input〉 /
√

P (r). (3)

The function φ 7→ |〈r|U(φ)|input〉|2 is a ”filter”, peaked
around the values of φ which produce the result |r〉 with
high probability. Measurements of the register in state
|r〉 hence enhance the value of the posterior wave func-
tion χ(φ) around these values, and if we are lucky and
measure only output states |r〉 which pass the verification
test, the quantum state of the auxiliary system thus, by
itself, converges towards the optimal parameters. When
we obtain results that do not pass the test, however, the
measurement process will reduce the probability in the
optimal regions of the parameter state, and a suitable
active feedback strategy must be applied.
We note that the optimal performance of the protocol

may be obtained for a narrow interval of the φ param-
eters, but although the current wave function χ(φ) may
be peaked in this interval, we may still obtain a negative
outcome due to the non-unit success probability of even
the optimum quantum algorithm. We should hence also
make an attempt to counteract the erroneous reduction
of the wave function in regions with high success proba-
bility.
From a theorist’s perspective, one may well imagine

an analysis of the states and operations involved, leading
to a good feedback strategy, but we emphasize, that we
are here investigating a scheme that is supposed to work
without such extra specific knowledge. We shall there-
fore only apply ”natural” and quite conservative feedback
ideas. We have successfully tried push operations, where
we displace the φ argument alternatively to the left and
right at every negative outcome of the verification step,
decreasing gradually the magnitude of the push by the
inverse of the square root of the number of successful
outcomes. This has the effects of smoothing out dips
stemming from negative outcomes. Rather than stepping
alternatively to the left and right, we have also applied
ideas from quantum walks [14] in φ-space, where we split
any φ eigenket coherently towards both lower and higher
arguments. This is for example done using a Hamilto-
nian specified by H |φ〉 = λ(|φ + δφ〉 + |φ− δφ〉), which
after a time δt leads to the unitary feedback evolution
operator

Ufb = p0(x)1+

∞
∑

l=1

pl(x)(T (lδφ) + T (−lδφ)) ,

where x = λδt/~, pl(x) =
∑

∞

j=l(−ix)2j−l/(j!(j − l)!)
and T (∆x) is the translation operator of distance ∆x.
The functions pl(x) are complex, and we have found it
beneficial to counter the build-up of interference effects
produced by the phases of pl(x) by applying a pseudo-
random dephasing over the parameter register.
We may design the protocol so that the initial wave

function χ(φ) is real and almost uniform until the first
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iteration outcome, which is most likely to be erroneous.
The state after this measurement thus attains a dip
rather than a peak at the optimum value of the cou-
pling parameter, and to significantly improve the state,
we can simply apply a single step of the Grover inver-
sion about the mean operation on the control parameter
system [15]. This feedback operation thus converts the
unwanted dip into a peak at the optimum φ value. Due
to generally complex and nonuniform amplitudes, the fu-
ture evolution unfortunately does not benefit from fur-
ther application of this operation, but it gets us going in
the right direction, and we henceforth proceed with feed-
back actions, pushing the control parameter more gently
in response to erroneous outcomes.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

We will now present results of our numerical simula-
tions of the training of a quantum circuit to perform
the Grover search algorithm and the Shor factoring al-
gorithm. The simulations were carried out on a classi-
cal computer and using random number generators to
simulate the random outcome of measurements on the
quantum system. We emphasize that although the simu-
lations proceeded by evolution of the full quantum state,
all steps in our protocol are designed to be carried out
in an experimental implementation with access only to
the sequence of right and wrong answers by the quantum
processor.

Application to Grover’s search algorithm

The generalized Grover or amplitude amplification al-
gorithm [16], can rotate a given source state |s〉 close to a
target state |t〉 using any unitary transformation V in no
more than 1/ |Vts| steps, where 〈t|V |s〉 = Vts 6= 0. The
algorithm uses operations that change the sign of the |s〉
and |t〉 amplitudes [15], and using for the initial state
|s〉 an equal superposition of all Nel classical computa-
tional states we get the original Grover algorithm with
Vts = 1/

√
Nel.

We have in our numerical study simulated a computer
which, instead of the change of sign on the target state
has been programmed to implement an arbitrary phase-
shift i.e. |t〉 → eiφ |t〉 instead of |t〉 → − |t〉, and we watch
the adaptive modification of the initial state represent-
ing an unknown phase shift towards a state with a well
defined, optimum, phase shift.
Figure 2 shows the efficiency of the adaptive learning

applied to the Grover algorithm, defined as the average
success-probability obtained by an ensemble of comput-
ers that have been trained by a mere 120 iterations. The
efficiency is shown as a function of Vts = 1/

√
Nel, corre-

sponding to the search of registers with a few to several
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FIG. 2: Average performance of Grover algorithm adaptively
trained by single-push and double-push feedback. Results are
shown after only 120 iterations of the algorithm. The up-
per curve shows the maximal success probability of the usual
Grover search algorithm.
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FIG. 3: Average evolution of the success probability of the
system trained with the single-push (dashed) and double-push
(solid) feedback for Vts ≈ 0.07 corresponding to the search of
a database with ∼ 200 elements. Inset: The variance of the
|χ|2-distribution as a function of iteration number.

thousand elements. The lower curves in the plot refer to
the simple push strategy with decreasing magnitude and
the double push, or quantum walk, strategy followed by
a randomization of the phase. The double push meth-
ods work with high success probability in a wide inter-
val, but both methods degrade for large search problems
with very small Vts. For large Vts, i.e., for small regis-
ters, the Grover algorithm is not always 100 % efficient,
which naturally causes the teaching algorithms to pro-
duce worse results. The upper curve in figure 2 thus in-
dicates the success probability of the conventional Grover
algorithm at different Vts. Our simulated curves do not
reach this optimum, because they represent an average,
including contributions from entirely unsuccessful teach-
ing attempts. Such unsuccessful attempts are the ones,
where no tendency of improved success is observed in the
measurement read-out, and such runs of the learning al-
gorithm would typically be discarded in an experimental
implementation of the scheme.

In Fig.3 the quality of the algorithm is plotted as a
function of the number of iterations, and the insert shows
the variance of the parameter φ according to the distribu-
tions |χ(φ)|2 found in several runs of the protocol. After
100 iterations the learning saturates and any further in-
crease in quality becomes more or less negligible.
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Seperation, m
1 2 3

Q
u
b
it
s 6 4.5 1.3

8 7.3 3.2 0.5

10 10.5 6.0 1.2

12 11.7 7.5 2.1

14 12.3 11.4 3.0

TABLE I: Improvement in percent of approximate quantum
Fourier transform by usee of non-standard phases on registers
with different numbers of qubits and with truncation of two-
qubit gates at separations 1, 2 and 3.

Application to Shor’s factoring algorithm

We have also applied the learning algorithm to the dis-
crete Fourier transform which is an essential part of the
Shor factoring algorithm. The discrete Fourier transform
implements controlled phase shifts φm = π/2m, falling
off with the separation m between the qubit register po-
sitions in a binary representation of integers. It has been
proposed, in order to gain speed and to reduce the effects
of decoherence and noise [17], to implement an approx-
imate Fourier transform, which only considers couplings
up to a given maximum distance. If the gates are thus
truncated, one may well speculate that other phases than
the usual choice leads to better performance. This is ver-
ified by numerical computations showing an efficiency-
gain of up to 12 % depending on the degree of approx-
imation. For example a quantum Fourier transform of
14 qubits with nearest neighbor couplings could be im-
proved 12.3 % just by chosing apropriate phases. See
Table I for more examples. Although the identification
of optimum phases seems to converge well on not too
large systems, the problem constitutes a good example
of our aims to find optimum parameters in a quantum
processor by measurements and feedback. We have thus
treated the unknown phase(s) as provided by an aux-
iliary quantum system and applied the same feedback
algorithm as described above in order to teach a Fourier
transform network with freedom in the choice of phases
to solve its task optimally.

Fig. 4 shows the results of using the asymmetric push
algorithm on the approximate quantum Fourier trans-
form with nearest neighbor coupling (m = 1) as described
in [17]. After 120 iterations on a number of independent
trials, we end up with different states of the control pa-
rameter and, hence, with different success probabilities
in the subsequent performance of the computation. The
shading in the figure indicates for different sizes of the
register between 6 and 17 qubits, the fraction of events
with success probabilities in 2.5 % wide intervals. For
comparison, the solid curve in the plot shows the aver-
age efficiency, while the dotted line indicates the average
sucess probability using standard phases.
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FIG. 4: (Color online). Distribution of the success-probability
of the test-runs (for nearest neighbour couplings). The shad-
ing shows how large a fraction of our test runs have success
probability within different 2.5 % wide percent intervals after
120 iterations for 6 to 17 qubits. The solid curve indicates the
average success probability and the dash-dotted curve shows
the 90% quantile. The dotted and dashed line shows the
average success probability for standard og optimal phases
respectively.

The 90 % quantile (the dash-dotted line) shows the
success probability delimiting the 10 % best from the 90
% worst performances and show that a significant frac-
tion of runs result in very good performance. These par-
ticularly successful runs can, to some extent, be identified
by the experimenter through a larger number of success-
ful outcomes of the verification in the 120 iterations. The
dashed line in the figure shows the theoretical maximum
success probability, which we calculated by using stan-
dard optimization algorithms. As shown in the figure,
the 90% quantile lies very close to this maximum, indi-
cating that 10% of the parameters found by our neural
learning approach are very close to optimal.
We have also attempted to optimize the m = 2-case,

i.e. a problem with two unknown parameters, and an
algorithm producing viable solutions was found, but the
probability of success was not as illustrative as the cases
presented here. This we ascribe to the higher dimen-
sionality of the problem, and it is clearly a challenge for
any feedback stategy to apply appropriate corrections to
multi-dimensional control parameters.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have proposed to treat coupling
strengths in a quantum circuit as quantum variables and
to apply feedback strategies on these variables to adap-
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tively teach the circuit to solve given tasks. The proposal
is formulated such that it may be implemented in a suit-
able experimental set-up, and such that there is no need
for an elaborate parallel theoretical calculation. One- and
two-parameter simulations confirm the viability of the
proposal, but it should be recalled that with the exten-
sion to many coupling parameters, the optimum feedback
in the corresponding multi-dimensional parameter space
is highly non-trivial. In the latter case, solutions may
be found which rely on superposition states or perhaps
entangled states of the coupling parameter systems, and
in such cases the algorithm optimization goes far beyond
optimum classical solutions for the control parameters in
Eq. (1). It should be emphasized that the applied feed-
back strategies have been quite simple and general, and
that the resulting performance is both remarkable and
encouraging. For physical implementation, we note that
the coupling parameter variables can be incorporated on
equal footing with the register qubits of the quantum
computer, but they should be restricted to QND behav-
ior, and they should be easy to address by the feedback.
In a longer perspective our proposal may open the possi-
bility to identify optimum devices for few bit operations
such as operations within error correcting codes [18, 19]
and for the training of a many qubit ”quantum brain”,
that accomplishes very difficult tasks.
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